Jr High Student Council (7th and 8th Grade): Google Classroom Code: 5x4hfvc

- Students in the Jr High Student Council help plan events and activities for their fellow 7th and 8th graders. During a normal year we would be planning dances, movie nights, and karaoke nights. This year we will be planning virtual events such as trivia and game nights.
- Students also focus on building leadership and teamwork skills. Normally we attend workshops and conferences. This year I am hoping to have some virtual speakers.

Conservation Club (all grades): Google Classroom Code: mp4nr4v

- Students in Conservation Club do a variety of things. We raise money for three conservation groups. They are Partners In Conservation (a group based out of the Columbus Zoo in Ohio that helps the conservation of mountain gorillas and other rainforest animals in Rwanda and the Congo), the Wolf Conservation Center (a NY based center that promotes the conservation of wolves), and Hawk Creek Wildlife Center (a NY based center that deals with the rehabilitation of birds, small wild cats, plus other smaller animals).
- We also have helped raise supplies for Kindred Kingdoms (a local rehabilitation center that helps birds and bears) and the local humane society.
- We participate in the NOAA’s Ocean School Guardian Program
- We also have several projects in the planning stages which include a school garden and composting site

Science Olympiad: Google Classroom Code (7th to 9th): kmx37et  Google Classroom Code (10th to 12th): cwayhsr

- Science Olympiad is pretty much what it sounds like, a competition where students compete in various science/technology related events. These events range from students building models of devices to students solving lab problems to events that test students’ knowledge of different fields of science. This year the competition will be held virtually.